
we can prove the following
theorem For this part we follow

Hatcher

THEOREM
If two maps f g X I are

homotopic then they induce
the same homomorphism

F g iHn x Hn17

In particular if f is a homotopy

equivalence then f is an

isomorphism for all N

Proof
the essential ingredient of
the proof is to subdivide on XI
into simplices



For a general n

Let Ox o ve in

and Dx if We WD

where viand wi have the

same image under the projection

ax I on

We pass from
Evo in to

No Wn by interpolating
a sequence of n simplices

each obtained from the preceding

one by moving one vertex Vi

up to Wi starting
with Un

and working backwards
to Vo



First step Evo un Ivo gungun

Second step Evo in own Ivopain

Ivo Yi win in ve Yanisin
The region between

these two

simplices is exactly the Inn sx

Vor Ni Wi wn whichthas

Ivo ViWin YD as a lower face

and Vo YaWind as an upper

face
he 1
awe Eve.vn sequence

Evo wily of
tuff simplices

5 We We



Regions in between that are

2 simplices EvanWD No no Ws

N Z

JAN
Eve vi Was

i

U

Regions in between that are

3 simplices Veith Va Wa

Vein in Wa

VeWeWeWD



Altogether On XI is the union

of the na simplices Vol Vi Wi gun

each intersecting the next in an

M simplex face

Given a homotopy F XXI y

from f to g we define

Pn S x Sm I

a homomorphism of groups given

on generators by
the following

formula

Plz C 1 F bx id

LIEGE Wn

these are singular
Cm simplices



this operator is called the

PRISM OPERATOR

We will show that prism operators

satisfy the basic
relation

ap ga fo pya top
bottom
the

P sides of
geometrically JP the
represents the prism
boundary of the prism

To prove this relation we calculate

2p 2
E C 1 GIF

FoGxidIve iii inWD

pic 1 H FoOxide
waitwindsin

jai



The terms with ig in the
two sums cancel except for

F bxide lad won wnJ which

is go b gold and F xidg.m.gg

which is fol 6

Theterms with i j are exactly

Pa 6 since

Pa 6

pic 1 Fo HideWaitWindswit
is

g piEDJFOCGXidtherivjs.inWDNj



Now we finish the proof of the

theorem

If Ce Sn G is a cycle then

gold face op a Pa c

p c

Since 20 0 this means that

geld fold is a boundary and

so geld fold this

implies that ga equals f

on the homology class of C
B


